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Lento of London Launches Italian Wine and Cheese Tasting Workshops with a Difference
Lento of London's wine and cheese tasting workshops are interactive and informal so prepare to get social
and voice your opinion.
LAMBETH, England - March 6, 2019 - PRLog -- Lento of London is excited to announce the launch of
their Italian wine and cheese tasting workshops with a difference.
Enjoy unique Italian wines and cheeses, and meeting new people all whilst learning the art of pairing wine
with food with Lento of London's resident Italian, Luca.
Put aside your preconceptions of traditional, stuffy, formal wine tasting workshops. Lento of London will
not lecture you on bamboozling scientific wine facts or make you feel uncomfortable for knowing little
about wine. The enjoyment of wine is personal and Lento of London want to help you discover more about
your personal taste at the same time as teaching you some really simple principles to successfully pair wine
with food.
If you're looking for a fun, interactive and informal way to learn more about wine and how to pair it with
food whilst meeting new people then Lento of London's wine and cheese tasting workshops are for you.
In addition to running public workshops, Lento of London can also create a unique experience around your
needs whether it be for corporate entertainment or a private gathering in your home.
For details of and to book tickets for Lento of London's public wine and cheese tasting workshops visit
https://www.lentooflondon.co.uk/pages/wine-tasting-events.
ABOUT LENTO OF LONDON
Lento of London works directly with small-scale artisan producers to bring high-quality organic Italian
food and wine to the UK. In our online shop, you will find wine, charcuterie, cheese, extra virgin olive oil,
pasta and many other Italian pantry essentials of exceptional quality.
We have chosen Italy's most respected family producers as our suppliers because of their dedication to
traditional production methods, environmental sustainability and the safeguarding of local and regional
culinary heritage. We make it our responsibility to meet each of our Italian producers personally so we
know exactly where our produce is coming from.
Contact
Lento of London
Michael Vasey
***@lentooflondon.co.uk
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